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SOURCES AND EARLIER HYMNOGRAPHICAL WORKS
This paper examines Kassia’s use of patristic sources and earlier hymno-
graphy in some of her authentic poetic works. Her use of the sources is scrutinized
in relation to three main themes developed in her poetry: a) the imperial theme, b)
the anti-iconoclastic polemic, and c) the ascetic ideal of life according to nature.
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The personality of the Byzantine poetess Kassia (b. between 800 and 810 —
d. between 843 and 867) and her liturgical poetry have been the subject of re-
search of many scholars since the end of the nineteenth century.1 All of them
rightly noted and underlined that biblical citations and allusions abound in Kas-
sia’s hymnography. However, her use of patristic sources and earlier hymno-
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1 For the life of Kassia and for her poetic works, see K. Krumbacher, Kasia, Sitzungsberichte
der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-philologische und historische Klasse 1
(1897) 305–370; I. Rochow, Studien zu der Person, den Werken und dem Nachleben der Dichterin
Kassia, Berlin 1967; E. Catafygiotu-Topping, Kassiane the Nun and the Sinful Woman, Greek Ortho-
dox Theological Review 26 (1981) 201–209; eadem, The Psalmist, Luke and Kassia the Nun, BS/EB
9 (1982) 199–210; eadem, Women Hymnographers in Byzantium, Diptuca 3 (1982–1983) 107–110;
A. Dyck, On Cassia, Kurie h en pollaij…, Byzantion 56 (1986) 63–76; A. Tripolitis, ed. and transl.,
Kassia: The Legend, the Woman, and Her Work, New York 1992; Ph. Vlachopoulou, Bibliografiko
dokimio gia thnK a s (s)ia–Kas(s)ianh. O qruloj gurw apo th buzantinh poihtria kai hi sto-
rikothta tou, BuzantinojD omoj 1 (1987) 139–159; J. A. Bentzen, A Study of the Liturgical and
Secular Works of Blessed Kassia, Byzantine Nun and Poet, (unpublished master’s thesis), University
of New England (Australia), 1994; M. Lauxtermann, Three Biographical Notes, BZ 91.2 (1998)
391–397; N. Tsironi, Kassianh hu mnwdoj, Aqhna 2002; N. Tsironis, The Body and the Senses in
the Work of Cassia the Hymnographer: Literary Trends in the Iconoclastic Period, Summeikta 16
(2003) 139–157; and K. Simi}, Pesnikinja Kasija: Liturgijska poezija pesnikinje Kasije i njen slo-
venski prevod (forthcoming).graphical works has not received much scholarly attention.2 The absence of such
an inquiry is characteristic of the scholarship on Byzantine liturgical poetry in
general, although this body of texts is commonly considered “a compendium of
Eastern patristic theology”3 and one of the primary sources for the study of By-
zantine piety.4 The aim of this article is to shed some light on this topic. Kassia’s
handling of the patristic and hymnographical material is of vital importance for
the understanding of the ideas articulated in her hymns and also for the proper
evaluation of her hymnographical oeuvre within the historical context in which
she wrote. The following analysis will address both the content of Kassia’s poems
and the rhetorical devices she employed. Due to the limited space at my disposal,
the article will consider only several of her genuine works, the authenticity of
which is beyond dispute.5 Kassia’s use of the sources will be scrutinized in rela-
tion to three main themes developed in her poetry: a) the imperial theme, b) the
anti-iconoclastic polemic, with a stress on two motifs — the paramount impor-
tance of the Incarnation and the equation of the iconoclasts with Jews, and finally
c) the ascetic ideal of life according to nature.
a) The imperial theme
In the first sticheron on the Nativity of Christ—When Augustus reig-
ned—Kassia develops the imperial theme, drawing upon the works of several theo-
logians from late antiquity, particularly upon Eusebius of Caesarea (d. 340). Cor-
relating the notions of Roman and Christian universalism, these theologians ar-
gued that the Roman Empire had a place within the larger framework of the di-
vinely conceived unfolding of human history. In order to facilitate the understand-
ing of the analysis that follows, I cite the sticheron almost in its entirety:
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2 On occasion, scholars make general remarks on Kassia’s use of patristic sources. For in-
stance, Karavites draws attention to Kassia’s use of Gregory of Nazianzus’works in her hymnography
without giving specific references. Cf. P. Karavites, Gregory Nazianzinos and Byzantine
Hymnography, The Journal of Hellenic Studies 113 (1993) 97. He was most likely referring to
Kassia’s second sticheron in honor of St. Eustratios and his companions (December 13). The idea con-
tained in its first lines, Upert hnt wn Ellhnwn paideian / thnt wn apostolwn sofian proekrinan
oi agioi marturej (Tripolitis, Kassia, 16–17), is undoubtedly borrowed from Gregory’s Homily 23:
Tauta wj enb r a c esi dogmatikwj, all’ ouk antilogikwj¶ alieutikwj, all’ ouk aristotelikwj
(“I expounded this concisely, and without the intention to argue, in order to develop the doctrine, fol-
lowing the fishermen (from Galilee), and not Aristotle”. Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 20–23, ed. J.
Mossay, (SC 270), Paris 1980, 304. Unless otherwise noted, all translations of Greek citations are of
my own.
3 Cf. P. Meyendorff, Eastern Liturgical Theology, edd. B. McGinn — J. Meyendorff, Christian
Spirituality. Origins to the Twelfth Century, New York 1985, 360.
4 Actually, only the kontakia of Romanos the Melode have been studied in relation to their pa-
tristic sources. Cf. R. Maisano, Romanos’s Use of Greek Patristic Sources, DOP 62 (2008) 261–273,
with the literature.
5 Cf. catalogue of Rochow, Studien zu der Person, 32–72. An exception to this are the heirmoi
of her Tetraodion for Holy Saturday, whose authenticity has been questioned by some scholars. Cf. G.
Schiro, La seconda leggenda di Cassia, Diptuca 1 (1979) 300–315 and Th. Detorakis, Kosmaj o
Melwdoj. Bioj kai ergo,( Analekta Blatadwn 28), Qessalonikh 1979, 169–177, who ascribe
them to Kosmas the Melode (d. ca. 752).Augoustou monarchsantoj epi thjg hj,
h poluarciat wn anqrwpwn epausato¶
kai sou enanqrwphsantoj ekt hj agnhj,
h poluqeiat wne idwlwn kathrghtai.
5 Upo mian basileian egkosmion
ai poleij gegenhntai
kai eijm ian despoteian qeothtoj
ta eqnh episteusan.
Apegrafhsan oi laoi tJ dogmati tou Kaisaroj¶
10 epegrafhmen oi pistoi onomati qeothtoj
sou, tou enanqrwphsantoj Qeou hmwn.
When Augustus reigned alone upon the earth,
many Kingdoms of men came to an end,
and when You assumed the human nature from the Pure One,
the many gods of idolatry were destroyed.
5 The cities came
under one mundane Kingdom
and the nations came to believe
in one divine dominion.
The people were registered by the decree of Caesar;
10 we, the faithful, have been inscribed in the name of Your divinity,
when You, our God, assumed the human nature.
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Christian writers had begun very early to attach peculiar importance to the
establishment of Octavian Augustus’s sole rule in the areas across the entire Medi-
terranean. They drew a parallel between this event and the emergence of Chris-
tianity, underlining the role played by the emperor Augustus in the Economy of
Salvation. In their view, the establishment of relative peace in the Roman Empire
(Pax Augusta) and the first census had prepared the Empire as a cradle where, dur-
ing Augustus’ reign, Christ would be born.7 A fragment from the Apology of
Melito of Sardis (d. 180) addressed to the emperor Marcus Aurelius (161–180),
preserved by Eusebius of Caesarea stresses the concurrence of Augustus’ reign
and the rise of “our way of thought,” i. e. Christianity:
Our way of thought first sprang up in a foreign land, but it flowered among your
own peoples in the glorious reign of your ancestor Augustus, and became to your
empire especially a portent of good, for from then on, the power of Rome grew great
and splendid.8
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6 Tripolitis, Kassia, 18–19. There are several editions of Kassia’s hymnographical works, al-
though none of them critical. In this article the edition of A. Tripolitis (see the note 1) with the parallel
English translation will be used. Some changes are occasionally made in her translation.
7 G. Dagron, Empereur et pretre. Etude sur le “cesaropapisme” byzantine, Paris 1995, 167.
8 h gark a q ’ hmaj filosofiap r oteron men enb a r b aroij hkmasen, epanqhsasa de toij
soij eqnesin kata thnA ugoustou tou sou progonou megalhn archn, egenhqh malista tV sV
basileiva ision agaqon. Ektote gare ijm ega kai lampront o Rwmaiwn huxhqh kratoj.E u s ebe
de Cesaree, Histoire ecclesiastique, IV, XXVI, 7–8, ed. G. Bardy, (SC 31), Paris 1952, 210. For theMelito further contends that the most convincing proof that Christianity
flourished for the good of the Empire is the fact that “from the reign of Augustus
the Empire has suffered no damage; quite the opposite, everything has gone splen-
didly and gloriously, in accordance with the prayers of all.”9
Hippolytus of Rome (d. 236) also emphasized the flourishing of the Roman
Empire in the wake of Christ’s birth: “When in the forty second year of Caesar
Augustus’ reign the Lord was born, from that time the kingdom of Romans flour-
ished.”10
Origen (d. 254), on the other hand, underlines the practical side of the Pax
Romana and the establishment of one kingdom by Augustus. He sees divine prov-
idence in this, arguing that, in this way, God prepared various nations for His
teaching, and thus facilitated the future apostolic mission among the peoples of
the earth. Otherwise, it would have been more difficult for the apostles to accom-
plish the task with which Christ entrusted them, since the existence of multiple
kingdoms would have caused constant warfare:
The existence of many kingdoms would have been a hindrance to the spread of the
doctrine of Jesus throughout the entire world; not only for the reasons mentioned,
but also on account of the necessity of men everywhere engaging in war and fighting
on behalf of their native country, which was the case before the times of Augustus
and in periods still more remote.11
Building upon this tradition, Eusebius developed these ideas further, and it
seems that his elaboration of the theme was particularly relevant for Kassia’s
sticheron.12 Describing the political situation in the world before Augustus’estab-
lishment of his sole rule, Eusebius underlines inter alia that in the preceding era
each area and each nation had its own government.13 This situation Eusebius des-
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English translation see Eusebius, The History of the Church from Christ to Constantine, transl. by G.
A. Williamson; revised and edited with a new introduction by A. Louth, London 1989, 134.
9 kai touto megiston tekmhrion tou proj agaqou tonk a q ’ hmajl ogon sunakmasai tV
kalwj arxamenV basileiv, ekt o u mhdenf a ulon apo thjA ugoustou archj apanthsai, alla
tounantion apanta lampra kai endoxa kata tajp antwn eucaj.E u s ebe de Cesaree, Histoire
ecclesiastique, IV, XXVI, 7–8, p. 210. For the English translation see Eusebius, The History, 134,
slightly modified.
10 Hippolyte, Commentaire sur Daniel, IV, IX, 2, ed. M. Lefevre, (SC 13), Paris 1947, 278.
11 Hnd ’ an empodion tou nemhqhnai thn Ihsou didaskalian eijp asan thno ikoumenhn
to pollaje inai basileiaj ou monon dia ta proeirhmena alla kai dia to anagkazesqai
strateuesqai kai upert wnp a t r idwn polemeint o ujp a n t a c o u· o te egineto pro twnA ugoustou
cronwn kai eti ge anwterw.O r i g ene, Contre Celse, II, 30, ed. M. Borret, (SC 132), Paris 1967, 360.
For the English translation see Contra Celsum, Ante-Nicene Fathers, vol. 4, edd. A. Roberts — J.
Donaldson, Edinburgh 1867; reprint, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1989, 444.
12 For Eusebius’s parallelism between the establishment of Roman Empire and the Advent of
Christ see E. Peterson, Der Monotheismus als politisches Problem, Theologische Traktate, Munster
1951, 83–94; J. Sirinelli, Les vues historiques d'Eusebe de Cesaree durant la periode preniceenne,
Paris 1961; A. Kofsky, Eusebius of Caesarea Against Paganism, Leiden — Boston 2000, especially
Chapter 7: The Roman Empire and the Incarnation, 215–219.
13 Eusebius Werke, Die Demonstratio Evangelica, VII, 2, 22, ed. I. A. Heikel,( D i e
Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte 23), Leipzig 1913, 332. Cf.ignates as polyarchy (poluarcia),14 which was the cause of incessant conflicts
among various peoples, which “in city and country and everyplace, just if pos-
sessed by some truly demonic madness, kept murdering each other and spent their
time in wars and battles.”15 But this situation ceased when Augustus, exactly be-
fore the birth of Christ, established monarchy: “Immediately all the multitude of
rulers among the Romans began to be abolished, when Augustus became sole
ruler at the time of our Saviour’s appearance.”16 According to Eusebius, Augus-
tus’monarchy and Christ’s birth, i. e. the emergence of Christianity, had the same
importance for humankind, because these two events brought peace to the divided
world:
But two great powers — the Roman Empire, which became a monarchy at that time,
and the teaching of Christ — proceeding as if from a single starting point, at once
tamed and reconciled all to friendship. Thus each blossomed at the same time and
place as the other. For while the power of Our Savior destroyed the polyarchy
(poluarciaj) and polytheism (poluqeiaj) of the demons and heralded the one
kingdom of God to Greeks and barbarians and all men to the farthest extent of the
earth, the Roman Empire, now that the causes of the manifold governments (thj
poluarciaj) had been abolished, subdued the visible governments, in order to
merge the entire race into one unity and concord.17
The temporal congruence of the establishment of Roman monarchy and the
foundation of Christianity represents a miracle for Eusebius, i. e. these two events
should be considered in the light of the economy of salvation:
This, if nothing else, must be a great miracle to those who direct their attention to
the truth and do not wish to belittle these blessings. For at one and the same time
that the error of the demons was refuted, the eternal enmity and warfare of the na-
tions was resolved. Moreover, as One God and one knowledge of this God was her-
alded to all, one empire waxed strong among men.18
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Eusebius Werke, Tricennatsrede an Constantin, XVI, Uber das Leben Constantins. Constantins Rede
an die Heilige Versammlung. Tricennatsrede an Constantin, ed. I. A. Heikel, (Die Griechischen
Christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte 7), Leipzig 1902, 249.
14 …pollhjg aro ushj pro toutou poluarciaj… Die Demonstratio Evangelica, VII, 2, 22,
p. 332.
15 Tricennatsrede an Constantin, XVI, 5, p. 249. For the English translation see H. A. Drake,I n
Praise of Constantine. A Historical Study and New Translation of Eusebius’ Tricennial Orations,
Berkeley, etc., 1976, 120.
16 Eusebe de Cesaree, La preparation evangel i q u e ,I ,4 ,e d d .J. Sirinelli — E. des Places,( S C
206), Paris 1974, 120.
17 alla gar aqrowj apanta wsper apo nusshj miajd uom e g alai proelqousai dunameij
hmerwsant ek a i eijf i l ian sunhgagon, h te Rwmaiwn arch monarcoj ex ekeinou fanqeisa kai
h tou Cristou didaskalia, omou kai kata to auto sunakmasasai allhlaij. H meng et o u
swthroj hmwnd unamij tajt wnd a i m onwn poluarciaj te kai poluqeiaj kaqeile, mian
basileian qeou pasin anqrwpoij Ellhsi te kai barbaroij kai toijm ecri twn escatiwnt hjg hj
khruttousa. H de Rwmaiwn arch, wj an prokaqVrhmenwn twnt hjp o l u a r c iaj aitiwn, taj
orwmenaj eceirouto, eijm ian enwsin kai sumfwnian to pang enoj sunaptein speudousa.
Tricennatsrede an Constantin, XVI, 5–6, pp. 249–250. For the English translation see above, note 15.
18 Tricennatsrede an Constantin, XVI, 7, p. 250. For the English translation see above, note 15.Several decades later, Gregory of Nazianzus also draws a parallel between
the development of Rome and the emergence of Christianity: “he ‰Constantius IIŠ
clearly knew the fact ‰…Š that the development of Rome coincided with that of
Christendom and that the Empire began simultaneously with the arrival of Christ
(upon earth), because never before that time could rule be stabilized in the hands
of only one man.”19
These views found their official expression in Justinian’s famous Sixth No-
vella, in which the ideal of “symphony” or the harmonious coexistence of Church
and State is formulated:
There are two greatest gifts which God, in His love for man, has granted from on
high: the priesthood and the imperial dignity. The first serves divine things, the sec-
ond directs and administers human affairs; both, however, proceed from the same
origin and adorn the life of mankind. … if the priesthood is in every way free from
blame and possesses access to God, and if the emperors administer equitably and ju-
diciously the state entrusted to their care, general harmony (sumfwnia) will result,
and whatever is beneficial will be bestowed upon the human race.20
In the first part of her sticheron on the Nativity of Christ, Kassia thus sum-
marizes the early Byzantine tradition which highlighted temporal parallelism be-
tween the establishment of the Roman Empire and the emergence of Christianity,
recognizing the work of divine providence in these events.21 Her insistence on
this parallelism should undoubtedly be seen in the context of the Byzantine idea
of “symphony” between Church and State as well. This ideal was seriously under-
mined during the iconoclastic disputes. The Emperors, overstepping the bound-
aries of temporal power defined by this theory, tried to enforce the prohibition of
the veneration of icons, thus opposing the position of the Church hierarchy. Ac-
cordingly, following the established tradition, in this sticheron Kassia differenti-
ates between these two authorities, relating the emergence of the unified Roman
Empire to the political benefits it brought to humankind, and the Incarnation of
Christ to the religious ones.
b) The anti-iconoclastic polemic
Besides, it has already been noted that, by emphasizing the notion that with
Christ’s birth, “the many gods of idolatry have been destroyed” (line 4), the poet-
ess implicitly advances an argument against the iconoclasts.22 As is well known,
the iconoclasts rejected the veneration of icons as a form of idolatry. Many
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19 Gregoire de Nazianze, Discours 4–5, 37, ed. J. Bernardi, (SC 309), Paris 1983, 136.
20 Novella VI, Corpus juris civilis, ed. R. Schoell, Berlin 1928, III, 35–36. The quoted passage
is taken from J. Meyendorff, Byzantine Theology. Historical Trends and Doctrinal Themes, London —
Oxford 1974, 213.
21 The interest in this theme during the ninth century is also attested in the Chronicle of George
the Monk. Georgii monachi Chronicon, ed. C. de Boor, vol. I, Lipsiae 1904, 294–295.
22 Tsironis, The Body and the Senses, 145–146.sources attest to this view,23 and I will mention only one of them, namely, the tes-
timony of Theodore of Stoudios (d. 826) with whom Kassia obviously had close
spiritual relations.24 Theodore states the following: “‰iconoclastsŠ blasphemously
branded the icon of our Lord Jesus Christ as an idol of deceit (eidwlon
planhj).”25 Against this accusation, Theodore, like other iconophile theolo-
gians,26 invokes the familiar argument based on the Incarnation of Christ, a mo-
mentous event that allowed the figure of the divine Logos to be depicted: “Just as
‰Christ isŠ kata tonp a t era uncircumscribable, he is kata thnm h t era circum-
scribed in a panel, and his circumscription, that is, the image, ought to be vener-
ated.”27 He also adds that Christ, through His Incarnation, “destroyed every idola-
trous representation” (katarghsaj pane idwlikon omoiwma).28 The resemblance
of this phrase to the fourth line of Kassia’s Christmas sticheron — h poluqeiat wn
eidwlwn kathrghtai, both in terms of content and phrasing, indicates a direct
borrowing from Theodore.
The explicit association between the Incarnation and the veneration of icons
is found in the theotokion of the fifth Ode of her Canon for the Dead as well.
Kassia, however, did not compose this theotokion herself.29 She borrowed it, with
some minor modifications, from the fifth Ode of the Canon for the archangels Mi-
chael and Gabriel (November 21st), whose author is the hymnographer Clement
(before 765 — after 824).30 Clement’s authorship of this theotokion is indisputable
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23 For the theoretical basis of equating icons with idols see Ch. Barber, Figure and Likeness.
On the Limits of Representation in Byzantine Iconoclasm, Princeton — Oxford 2002, esp. the chapter:
Icon and Idol, 39–59, with literature.
24 See Theodore’s three letters addressed to Kassia: Theodori Studitae Epistulae, t. II, ed. G.
Fatouros, (CFHB, XXXI/2), Berlin-New York 1992, Ep. 217 (pp. 339–340), Ep. 370 (pp. 501–502)
and Ep. 539 (pp. 813–814).
25 Theodori Praepositi Studitarum Antirrheticus II adversus Iconomachos, PG 99, 352C. Cf.
his Ep. 314, t. 2, p. 457.
26 See e.g. the statement of the Patriarch Nikephoros (d. 828) that Christ with His Incarnation
redeemed the humankind from “the deceit of idols” (thje idwlikhjp l anhj) and from “the madness
of idols” (thjt wne idwlwn maniaj). Nicephori archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani Apologeticus pro
sacris imaginibus, PG 100, 553C. Cf. also the following phrase from an influential eighth-century
anti-iconoclastic pamphlet, falsely ascribed to John of Damascus: “when Christ came down (in His in-
carnation) … He set us free from the madness of idols” (o Cristojk a t e l q wn … thjt wne idwlwn
maniaj hmaj exeilato). Adversus Constantinum Cabalinum, 18, PG 95, 336B. Gero dates this pam-
phlet to sometime between the death of Constantine V (775) and 787, and suggests that it was written
by John of Jerusalem. S. Gero, Byzantine Iconoclasm during the Reign of Leo III, with Particular At-
tention to the Oriental Sources, (Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium 346, Subsidia 41),
Louvain 1973, 63 and 66.
27 wsper kata tonp a t era aperigraptoj, outw kata thnm h t era enp inaki
perigrafomenoj kai h perigrafh autou, htoi eikwn, proskunhth. Ep. 479, t. 2, p. 700.
28 Ep. 479, t. 2, p. 700.
29 The attribution of this theotokion to Kassia has been proposed in the already quoted article
by Tsironis, The Body and the Senses, 150.
30 About Clement and his poetry see A. Kazhdan, A History of Byzantine Literature
(650–850), Athens 1999, 261–269.given the fact the first letters of all the theotokia form an acrostic giving his name
in the genitive case — K(l)hmentoj.31
The parallelism between the “historical” event of the census by order of
Emperor Augustus32 and the “inscription of the faithful in the name of Divinity”
(lines 9–10) is also very old and goes back to the early Christian period. We find
the first traces of this idea in the writings of Clement of Alexandria (d. ca. 215):
“through Christ a believer has like an inscription the name of God.”33 The afore-
mentioned Hippolytus of Rome uses a wordplay to draw a parallel between the
census of the people during Augustus’ reign, after which they were named
Romans, and the people’s belief in Christ, the celestial King, due to which they
were named Christians:
And for this reason the first census (apografh) took place in the time of Augustus,
at the time when the Lord was born in Bethlehem, so that the people of this world
could be registered (apografomenoi) by the terrestrial king so they could call them-
selves (klhqwsin) Romans, and that those who believe in the celestial King can be
named (onomasqwsin) Christians.34
The same idea is also articulated in some hymnographical works. For exam-
ple, we find it in the sticheron after the Glory at the Praises (at the Orthros),
which is attributed to the Patriarch of Constantinople Germanos (d. ca. 740):
Ote kairojt hj epi ghjp a r o u s iaj sou
prwth apografh, tV oikoumenV egeneto,
tote emellej twn anqrwpwn apografesqai ta onomata
twnp i s t e u ontwn tJ tokJ sou.
When, in the time of Your earthly sojourn,
the first census was conducted in the world,
then You set out to register the names of the people
who believe in Your birth.
Because of the use of the composite words apegrafhsan and epegra-
fhmen derived from the verb grafw, which means both to write and to depict, N.
Tsironis believes that lines 9–10 of Kassia’s sticheron should be also seen in the
light of her anti-iconoclastic struggle:
the use of the words apegrafhsan and epegrafhmen brings to mind the vocabulary
used in numerous homilies and hymns of the period which refer to the act of “writ-
ing” in its various literal and figurative senses, insinuating nonetheless the circum-
scribability of Christ and hence referring to the cult of images.35
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31 The absence of the letter l indicates that this Canon initially included the second Ode which
was later removed.
32 No extra-biblical records exist for a universal census during the reign of Augustus. “There is
no evidence that a universal census was ever ordered by Augustus”. J. M. Rist, Luke 2:2: Making
Sense of the Date of Jesus’ Birth, Journal of Theological Studies 56.2 (2005) 491.
33 o pistoj epigrafhnm en ecei dia Cristou to onoma tou Qeou. Clementis Alexandrini
Excerpta ex scriptis Theodoti, PG 9, 697V.
34 Hippolyte, Commentaire sur Daniel, IV, IX, 3, p. 278.
35 Tsironis, The Body and the Senses, 146.It is well known that the notion of circumscription played a significant role
in the later stages of the dispute over images, particularly in the writings of Theo-
dore of Stoudios and the Patriarch Nikephoros.36 Both of these writers refuted the
iconoclastic argument that Christ could not be depicted in art because, as God, He
could not be circumscribed.37
Kassia’s extended use of hymnographical and patristic sources can also be
found in her eight other stichera on Christmas,38 which are not chanted in the lit-
urgy today. The first of them builds upon a paradox that occurred at the birth of
Christ: on one hand, He was lying in a manger as the new-born (lines 4–5), on the
other, angels from above praised His great concession towards mankind (lines
6–7). A similar antithesis occurs in the refrain at the end of each stanza of the first
Christmas hymn of Romanos the Melode: paidion neon, o pro aiwnwn Qeoj.39
This sticheron, as well as the subsequent three, concludes with the following
refrain:
o dia splagcna oiktirmwn you who through the deepest compassion
sarka periballomenoj put on a body
kai to proslhmma qewsaj and deified the acquisition of the mortals
twnb r o t wn, Kurie, doxa soi. Glory to You, Lord.
The main message of this refrain is that Christ deified human nature through
His Incarnation. The same idea, complete with the phrase kai qewsaj to pro-
slhmma is encountered in the first sticheron of Sophronius of Jerusalem (d. 638)
chanted at the Great Hours of the Christmas Office.40 Since this phrase occurs in
both excerpts, though in a different word order, there can be no doubt that Kassia
borrowed it from Sophronius. A comparable reference to the deification of the hu-
man nature in the person of Christ is also encountered in the first systematic expo-
sition of the dogmatic precepts of Orthodox Christianity of John of Damascus (d.
749). In his An Exact Exposition of the Orthodox Faith John uses similar phrasing,
stating that Christ “deified the acquisition” (qeounti to proslhmma).41
The first five Christmas stichera refer to the offerings (gifts), which are pre-
sented to the newborn Christ by His creation. The first sticheron speaks about the
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36 Cf. R. Martin, The Dead Christ on the Cross in Byzantine Art, ed. K. Weitzmann,L a t eC l a s -
sical and Mediaeval Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr., Princeton 1955,189–196, esp.
193–194. For the possible connection between the notion of the circumscription of Christ and the cir-
cular images (imagines clipeatae) in the ninth-century Psalters see K. Corrigan, Visual Polemics in the
Ninth-Century Psalters, New York 1992, 75.
37 See, especially, Theodori Praepositi Studitarum Antirrheticus III adversus Iconomachos, PG
99, 392B–393D and Nikephori Constantinopolitani Antirrheticus primus adversus Constantinum Co-
pronymum, PG 100, 236C-D, 237A-B, 244B-D; ibid., Antirrheticus secundus, PG 100, 356A–357A;
ibid., Antirrheticus tertius, PG 100, 425C.
38 Tripolitis, Kassia, 19–27.
39 Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, ed. J. Grosdidier de Matons, (SC 110), Paris 1965,
50–76.
40 Sophronii Hierosolymitani Troparium horarum (PG 87, 4005A).
41 Die Schriften des Johannes von Damaskos II, Expositio fidei, III, 12, ed. P. B. Kotter, Berlin
— New York 1973, 136.angels who praised His great concession towards mankind. In the second, the ac-
cent is placed on the Theotokos, who gave flesh to Christ and nourished Him with
milk. The main theme of the third sticheron is the adoration of the Magi, who hav-
ing been led by a star, offered Him gold, frankincense and myrrh. The fourth
sticheron summarizes the preceding three.42 While the first three stichera enumer-
ate separately the parts of the creation which admired Christ’s birth and offered
gifts to Him–angels in the first, the Theotokos in the second and the Magi in the
third, in the fourth sticheron all of creation is offering “a hymn of thanksgiving.”
These four stichera, as well as the fifth, in which, in addition to the angels and
Magi, the poetess also mentions the shepherds who worshipped Christ, have many
common elements with the fourth Christmas sticheron currently chanted at Lord I
Have Cried a n da s c r i b e dt oA n a t o l i u s :
Ti soi prosenegkwmen Criste, What shall we offer to You, Christ,
oti wfqhj epi ghj wj anqrwpoj now that you have appeared as a man on
di’ hmaj; earth for our sake
ekaston gart wn upo sou for each of your creatures
genomenwn ktismatwn,
thne ucaristian soi prosagei, brings a thank-offering to You,
5o i Aggeloi ton umnon, the angels the hymn,
oi ouranoi ton Astera, the heaven the star,
oi Magoi ta dwra, the Magi the gifts,
oi Poimenej to qauma, the shepherds the admiration,
h gh to sphlaion, the earth the cave,
10 h erhmoj thnf atnhn, the desert the manger,
hmeijd e Mhtera Parqenon, and we the Virgin Mother,
o pro aiwnwn Qeoj elehson hmaj. O God before ages have mercy on us.
It would seem that Kassia drew upon this sticheron by Anatolius.
Kassia’s three stichera on the Forefeast of the Theophany43 (sung at Ves-
pers) are similar to her first four stichera on the Birth of Christ in terms of struc-
ture and metrics. Here, historical, theological, and dramatic elements are also em-
phasized. This is especially true of the first sticheron, which almost has the same
metrics and structure as the first four stichera on the Nativity of Christ. This
sticheron represents Kassia’s first-person address to Christ, in which she refers to
His baptism in the same manner in which she praises His birth, mentioning, in-
stead of Bethlehem, the Theotokos, the swaddling clothes, and His lying in a man-
ger, the waters of the Jordan, to which Christ and the Forerunner are coming. In
both instances Kassia mentions the presence of angels admiring the event.44
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42 These four stichera have the same beginning, the same refrain and the same metrics. An ex-
ception to this is the second sticheron, which has twelve verses.
43 It is more probable that these stichera belong to the feast day of John the Baptist on January
7. A transcription of the hymns (from the Cod. Paris 13) is found in S. Eustratiadis, Kas(s)ianh h
MelJdoj, EkklhsiastikojF aroj 31 (1932) 106–110. See Tripolitis, Kassia, 30–33.
44 A reference to angels occurs in the second Romanos’s hymn for the feast of the Theophany
as well: twn aggelwn ai taxeij exeplhttonto. Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, L'Epiphanie (II),
Prooimion, line 5, p. 270.Through this reference to the angels and their presence not only at the moment of
Christ’s birth, but also during His baptism, the poetess highlights the cosmic di-
mension of these events. M. Cunningham has pointed out that this increasing in-
terest in angels and in “the encounter between the earthly and heavenly spheres of
existence” is a feature commonly found in works of liturgical writers and hymno-
graphers from the sixth century onwards, including Romanos the Melode too.45
The second and the third sticheron constitute a unified whole in which dra-
matic elements are emphatically underscored. Here, the poetess elaborates upon
the dialogue between Christ and John the Forunner, as it is described in the Gos-
pel of Matthew (Matth. 3:13–15), simultaneously dramatizing and theologically
amplifying it. Christ’s words are preceded by an introduction spoken by the narra-
tor, i. e. Kassia, who introduces the person of Christ in the drama. Christ asks
John to baptize Him in the waters of the Jordan, where He wants to regenerate hu-
man nature that is “enslaved by the serpent’s cunning” (lines 9–10).
In the third sticheron, in which John responds to Christ, his hesitation to
perform the baptism is dramatized. John expresses his hesitation through rhetori-
cal questions featuring antitheses and parallels. He likens Christ to fire and him-
self to grass (line 1); then, he asks how the waters of the river could receive Him
who is the great sea of divinity and the inexhaustible source of life (lines 3–5),
and in the end, how he could baptize Him who is not polluted and who takes away
the sins of mankind (lines 6–7). In the conclusion to his address to Christ, John
stresses that He is in need of baptism himself (lines 10–11). Towards the end of
the sticheron Kassia draws a parallel between Christ and John, emphasizing that
the former was born from a chaste woman (ekt hj agnhj), and the latter from the
barren one (ekt hjs t e iraj).46 A similar parallelism is present in Romanos’s
hymn on the Birth of St. John the Baptist (found among his dubious kontakia):47
ton Iwannhn steira egennhsen
ton Ihsound e ‰…Š parqenoj eteken agnh.
John was born from the barren woman
Jesus ‰…Š was born from the chaste Virgin.48
Theodore of Stoudios, in his dramatized homily on the same feast, puts into
John’s mouth the following phrase: “I am a child of a barren stock, because a
child will be born from a virgin.”49
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45 M. Cunningham, The Reception of Romanos in Middle Byzantine Homiletics and
Hymnography, DOP 62 (2008) 258.
46 Cf. Luke 1:7, where it is referred that Elisabeth, the mother of John the Baptist, was barren
— h Elisabet hns t e ira.
47 Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica, Cantica dubia, edd. P. Maas — C. A. Trypanis, Berlin 1970,
9–19.
48 On the Birth of St. John the Baptist, a', 5–8, p. 10. A similar parallelism occurs also in the
others lines of the same kontakion.S e e ,e .g . ,ig', 1–2, p. 14.
49 steirofuhjg onoj tugcanw, oti parqenikoj o tokoj proeleusetai. Theodori Studitae In
nativitatem sancti prophetae Praecursoris Baptistae, PG 99, 757B.The dramatic effect would have been greatly augmented, particularly in the
second and the third sticheron, by the antiphonal performance of these poetic
works by two choirs. The alternating chant would bring the choirs in a dialogue;
they would assume the voices of the protagonists, with one choir performing the
role of Jesus, voiced in the second sticheron, and the other performing the role of
John from the third sticheron. The faithful assembled in the church, who were not
part of the alternating choirs, would also participate in the dramatization of the
Gospel narrative through the repetition (in the form of a refrain) of the final words
of each sticheron: Kurie, doxa soi.
This dramatization, which is reminiscent of the Byzantine liturgical dra-
ma,50 should be seen against the background of the earlier patristic homiletic
works, in which ethopoiia or characterization was employed as a rhetorical tool.51
This represents a vivid elaboration of a biblical passage, where the preacher quotes
conversations from the Gospels and then builds on these texts, “sometimes invent-
ing monologues or dialogues which may appear either as direct speech or framed
in his own commentary: for example, ‘Christ, John the Baptist, or Mary might
have said…’ (and the invented speech follows).”52
Byzantine homilists did not employ only dramatic dialogues, i.e. real or in-
vented conversations between the protagonists, but also monologues, the charac-
ters’ internal soliloquies, as well as “extra-textual”53 dialogues between the
preacher and the congregation.54 Such rhetorical devices are very common in both
Greek and Syriac homiletics.55 They were commonly employed by Romanos the
Melode as well.56 Under the influence of the homiletic tradition and Romanos’s
kontakia, rhetorical characterization was also adopted by the authors of kanons,
but to a lesser degree. One of the best examples is the kanon of the feast of the
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50 For the Byzantine liturgical drama see M. Velimirovi}, Liturgical Drama in Byzantium and
Russia, DOP 16 (1962) 351–385 and A. W. White, The Artifice of Eternity: A Study of Liturgical and
Theatrical Practices in Byzantium, (PhD diss.), University of Maryland, College Park, 2006, esp.
131–217, where the author treats the best known Byzantine liturgical drama, The Office of the Three
Children in the Fiery Furnace, the work of Symeon of Thessalonika (d. 1429).
51 According to J. Kecskemeti, Doctrine et drame dans la predication grecque, Euphrosyne 21
(1993) 31, Amphilochius of Iconium (d. ca. 400), and Severian of Gabala (early fifth century), were
the first Greek preachers who employed dramatic dialogue in their homilies.
52 M. Cunningham, Dramatic Device or Didactic Tool? The Function of Dialogue in Byzantine
Preaching, ed. E. Jeffreys, Rhetoric in Byzantium: Papers from the Thirty-Fifth Spring Symposium of
Byzantine Studies, Exeter College, University of Oxford, March 2001. Aldershot 2003, 102. Cf. also
B. G. Bucur, Exegesis of Biblical Theophanies in Byzantine Hymnography: Rewritten Bible?, Theo-
logical Studies 68.1 (2007) 92–112.
53 The term belongs to I. Lunde, Dialogue and the rhetoric of authority in medieval preaching,
ed. I. Lunde, Dialogue and Rhetoric: communication strategies in Russian text and theory, Slavica
Bergensia 1, Bergen 1999, 84–101. Quoted in Cunningham, Dramatic device, 102.
54 For this cf. Cunningham, Dramatic device, 101–113.
55 For the Syriac tradition see S. Brock, Dramatic Dialogue Poems, IV Symposium Syriacum:
Literary Genres in Syriac Literature, (OCA 229), edd. H. J.W. Drijvers — R. Lavenant — C.
Molenberg — G. J. Reinink, Rome 1987, 135–147; idem, Dialogue Hymns of the Syriac Churches,
Sobornost 5.2 (1983) 35–45.
56 Cf. M. Cunningham, The Reception of Romanos, 251–260, with the literature.Annunciation of the Theotokos (25 March), a work of Kassia’s contemporary,
Theophanes Graptos (d. 845). Based on the pericope from the Gospel of Luke
(1:26–38), the kanon, except for the first stanza of the first Ode and the whole
ninth Ode, is composed in the form of a dialogue between the two protagonists of
the biblical event, the angel and the Theotokos.57
M. Cunningham, analyzing the function of dialogue in Byzantine homilet-
ics, singles out two functions: one rhetorical, because “both intra- and extra-tex-
tual dialogue reinforce the authority of the preacher and render his message more
effective,” and the other theological or exegetical.58 In the case of hymnography,
the function of the dialogue is mainly theological and exegetical, as hymno-
graphers use it to elaborate upon the episodes from Christ’s life in which He mani-
fested both His divine and human natures. Thus when in the aforementioned
stichera on the Theophany, Christ addresses John and invites him to baptize Him,
he sets forth a dogmatic teaching about the regeneration of “entire mankind,”
which was the ultimate goal of His Incarnation. On the other hand, John’s re-
sponse formulates a Christological message by underlining the divine nature of
Christ as well as the fact that He is the source of life; that He is sinless; that He
cleanses the sin of mankind, and, finally, that He was born by a virgin.
Kassia’s three stichera on the Presentation of Christ in the Temple59 are
very similar to her stichera on Christmas and the Theophany in terms of structure
and metrics. They are also dominated by historical, theological, and dramatic ele-
ments. Besides, their similarity with Romanos’s kontakion on the same feast
should not be ignored either.60 The similarity concerning the vocabulary and the
ideas expressed is such that Kassia’s dependence on Romanos is beyond doubt.
Addressing Christ, in the first sticheron Kassia describes the moment when
the Theotokos handed her Child over into the hands of Symeon the Elder.61 The
sticheron is pervaded by the reference to a verse from the Book of Isaiah: “And
there was sent to me one of the seraphs, and he had in his hand a coal, which he
had taken off the altar with tongs” (Isa. 6:6),62 which the poetess interprets alle-
gorically,63 comparing the Christ-child with the coal that did not burn (line 5),64
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57 Cf. E. Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music and Hymnography, Oxford 1961, 199–202.
58 Cunningham, Dramatic device, 104.
59 Tripolitis, Kassia, 38–41.
60 For the text of the kontakion see Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, 172–196.
61 In the Luke’s Gospel the word presbuthj — old man does not exist, but it occurs several
times in Romanos’s kontakion. Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, Prooimion II,2 ;a', 7, p. 176; id',
2, p. 192.
62 Is. 6:6: kai apestalh projm eent wns e r a f imk a i ent V ceiri eicen anqraka ont V
labidi elaben apo tou qusiasthriou.
63 For allegory as one of the two principal exegetical methods—typology being the other—em-
ployed in Byzantine hymnography, see Ch. Hannick, The Theotokos in Byzantine Hymnography:
Typology and Allegory, ed. M. Vassilaki, Images of the Mother of God. Perceptions of the Theotokos
in Byzantium, Aldershot 2005, 69–76, esp. 76.
64 In Romanos’s kontakion Christ is compared with a lamp which illuminates, but does not
burn: pajg ar o bastazwn lucnon en anqrwpoij fwtizetai, ou flegetai. Romanos le Melode,
H y m n e s ,t .I I ,h', 8, p. 184.and His Mother’s hands with the tongs (line 2). Like Kassia’s first four stichera on
the Nativity and her first Theophany sticheron, this poem ends with a quatrain
(lines 8–12), in which Symeon’s hymn from the New Testament (cf. Luke,
2:29–30) is paraphrased. Simultaneously, the hymn places an emphasis on
Christ’s human nature:
nun apolueij me tons on now You release me, your servant,
doulon, kata to rhma sou, from this world to eternal life,
thjp r o s k a irou proja iwnion according to your word,
zwhn¶65 sarki gare idons e . for I have seen you in the flesh.
At this juncture, it is important to note the similarity between the first four
stichera on the Nativity of Christ, the first sticheron on the Theophany and the
first sticheron on the Presentation in the Temple. All of them have the same
incipit—Wj wraqhj Criste (or Swthr), the same number of verses,66 and a simi-
lar ending in the form of a quatrain-refrain. The four Christmas stichera have the
same refrain:67
o dia splagcna oiktirmwn ‰YouŠ who through the deepest compassion
sarka periballomenoj put on a body
kai to proslhmma qewsaj and deified the mortal being;
twnb r o t wn, Kurie, doxa soi. glory to You, Lord.
The refrain of the Theophany sticheron r e a d sa sf o l l o w s :
o baptisqhnai di’ hmaj ‰YouŠ who accepted
sarki katadexamenoj to be baptized for our sake in the flesh
kai toujs p ilouj aposmhxaj and wiped clean (of sins)
twnb r o t wn, Kurie, doxa soi. of the mortals; glory to you, Lord.
Although these three quatrains differ in their content, given that each of
them is adapted to a particular feast celebration, there is a common thread that
runs through all of them. It is the emphasis on Christ’s human nature evident in
the use of the word “flesh” (sarx). In the concluding quatrain of the Christmas
stichera, what is underlined is that Christ, out of His deepest compassion, “put on
a body” (sarka periballomenoj). Likewise, in the sticheron on the Theophany
we read that He accepted to be baptized “in the flesh” (sarki katadexamenoj).
Finally, in the quatrain from the Presentation sticheron, Symeon rejoices in the
fact that he has seen Christ “in the flesh” (sarki gare idons e ). The last phrase
occurs in Romanos’s above-mentioned kontakion for the same feast, in which in-
stead of the word sarx Romanos uses the word swma: ens wmati se eidon.68
Kassia’s choice of the word sarx should be seen in the context of her polemic
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65 In Romanos’s kontakion Symeon says to the Christ child: Nuno unp r o s k a irwn cwrison
me, ktista, and Christ answers him: Nuns eapoluwt wnp r o s k a irwn, w file mou, projc w r ia
aiwnia. Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, ie', 8 and iz', 3, p. 194.
66 An exception to this is the second sticheron, which is twelve verses long.
67 The same refrain for a couple of stichera alludes that it was probably sung by all the congre-
gation, like in the case of Romanos’s kontakia. Cf. J. Grosdidier de Matons, Liturgie et
Hymnographie: Kontakion et Canon, DOP 34 (1980–1981) 41.
68 Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, ij', 7, p. 194.against the iconoclasts. The iconophile authors commonly stress the material as-
pect of Christ’s human nature by using this term. The same term figures promi-
nently in the writing of those Church Fathers who engaged in a polemic with the
proponents of docetism and Apollinarianism.69 Accordingly, I would argue that in
stressing the unity of these three feasts commemorating events in which the reality
of Christ’s human body (flesh) was revealed, Kassia implicitly advanced an
anti-iconoclast argument. Highly indicative in this regard is the recurrence of the
same incipit containing the word wraqhj (from the verb oraw — to see). The
Iconophiles repeatedly invoked the visibility of the Incarnate Christ in order to
vindicate the legitimacy of pictorial representations of Christ.70 The fact that, con-
trary to their opponents, they stressed the primacy of sight over writing, should be
seen in this light. Typical of the iconophile insistence on the faculty of vision is
Patriarch Nikephoros’s claim that “sight is the most honored and necessary of the
senses.”71
It should be noted that other hymnographers of the iconoclastic period also
invoke the Incarnation in the refrains of their stichera in order to associate it with
the veneration of icons. For example, this connection is stressed in the refrain of
the first three stichera on “Lord, I have cried” for the feast of the Presentation in
the Temple, which are ascribed to Patriarch Germanos I. In the following refrain,
the link between the Incarnation and the veneration of icons is established through
the use of the verbs sarkow and proskunaw:
o sarkwqeijd i ’hmaj, He who assumed flesh for our sake,
kai swsaj ton anqrwpon¶ and saved the mankind;
Autonp r o s k u n hswmen. let us venerate Him.72
These examples from the poetry of Germanos and Kassia demonstrate that
rhetorical devices such as dialogues, repetitions, and refrains were instrumental in
conveying doctrinal teachings to the congregation.
In Kassia’s second and third stichera on the Presentation dramatic elements
are also stressed. Here, the protagonist is the Theotokos who carries Christ in her
hands and gives Him to Symeon. In the second sticheron, which opens with an in-
troduction spoken by the narrator (lines 1–4), the Theotokos is presented deliver-
ing the Christ Child to Symeon. She invites the aged priest to receive the One
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69 For this sense of the word sarx see G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Oxford
1961, 1225–1226.
70 Cf. for example the following statement of John of Damascus (d. 749): enp inaxi caratte
kai anatiqei projq e w r ian ton oraqhnai katadexamenon. Die Schriften des Johannes von Da-
maskos III, Contra imaginum calumniatores orationes tres, I, 8 and III, 8, ed. B. Kotter, Berlin — New
York 1975, 82.
71 oyij twna isqhthriwn to timiwtaton kai anagkaiotaton. Nicephori Patriarchae Con-
stantinopolitani Refvtatio et eversio definitionis synodalis anni 815, 119, (Corpvs Christianorvm Se-
ries Graeca 33), ed. J. M. Featherstone, Leuven 1997, 211. For this argument as part of the ninth-cen-
tury iconophile rhetorical arsenal, see J.-M. Sansterre, La parole, le texte et l’image selon les auteurs
byzantins des epoques iconoclaste et posticonoclaste, Testo e immagine nell’alto medioevo 41,
Spoleto 1994, 197–240.
72 Menaion for February 2.“whom the teachings of the prophets proclaimed” (lines 4–6)73 and who as “the
holy lawgiver fulfills the law” (line 7).74
Finally, the third sticheron features a monologue of the Theotokos addres-
sed to Christ, in which she expressed her marvel in a series of antitheses: she
holds Him as an infant, He who holds everything together (lines 1–2); she brings
Him to the temple, He who is beyond goodness (line 3); she delivers Him into the
arms of the elder, He who sits in the bosom of the Father (lines 4–5), He endures
purification, He who purifies the whole of corrupt nature (lines 6–7). As in the
stichera on the Nativity and the Theophany, Kassia in this sticheron underscores
the greatness of Christ’s condescension (sugkatabasij) (line 10). This term,
which occurs several times in her authentic works, refers to God’s accommodation
of and concession to the limitations of humanity,75 particularly evident in Christ’s
Incarnation. The word is used in this sense in Byzantine homiletics and hymno-
graphy alike. For example, Basil the Great writes that the joining of God the Lo-
gos with human flesh and His condescension to human weakness is a testament to
God’s utmost power.76 Romanos the Melode in the first prooimion of his
kontakion for the feast of the Presentation sees God’s ineffable condescension in
the fact that the One before whom the powers of Heaven tremble, is now em-
braced by the hands.77 The term sugkatabasij, I should add, is closely associ-
ated with the word kenwsij, which has a similar meaning, and which Kassia uses
twice in her authentic works — in the Tetraodion on Holy Saturday and in the
sticheron on Holy Wednesday.
The content of Kassia’s Tetraodion on Holy Saturday78 reflects the theology
of Christ’s Descent into Hell developed in late antiquity. This can also be seen in
the context of her anti-iconoclastic struggle, if we keep in mind a statement from
the aforementioned pamphlet Adversus Constantinum Cabalinum, that “the law-
less ones”, as its author calls the iconoclasts, “did not perceive that, after Christ’s
crucifixion and resurrection, the veneration of idols gradually started to be driven
away from the Earth”.79 The main message of the Tetraodion is that Christ, fol-
lowing His death on the cross, descended into Hell, from where He released and
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73 Romanos’s kontakion of the same feast expresses a similar idea: “All the prophets preached your
Son” (Pantej oi profhtai tonu ions o uekhruxan). Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, q', 3, p. 184.
74 Romanos also names Christ the “guardian/keeper of the law” — fulax tou nomou.
Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, z', 9, p. 182.
75 Lampe, op. cit., 1268.
76 epeidh mellei tV asqeneivs u n aptesqai thjs a r k oj o QeojL ogoj, kalwjp r oskeitai
to, Dunate· dioti megisthj apodeixin dunamewj ecei to dunhqhnai Qeon en anqrwpou fusei
genesqai. Ou gart o s o uton ouranou kai ghjs ustasij … thnd unamin paristhsi tou Qeou
Logou, oson h peri thn enanqrwphsin oikonomiak a i h projt o tapeinonk a i asqenejt hj
anqrwpothtoj sugkatabasij, Basilii Magni Homilia in Psalmum XLIV, 5 (PG 29/2 400B).
77 Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. II, Prooimion I, p. 174. For the English translation see:
Kontakia of Romanos, Byzantine Melodist. I: On the Person of Christ, ed. M. Carpenter, Columbia
1970, 39.
78 Tripolitis, Kassia. 81–87.
79 kai ouk egnwsan oi paranomoi, oti tou Cristou tou staurwqentoj kai anastantoj,
apo tote eidwlikh proskunhsij kata mikron hrxato apo thjg hj apodiwkesqai. PG 95, 336B-C.raised those who had died. The Gospel texts that describe Christ’s death and
resurrection, do not explicitly refer to His soul’s sojourn in Hell after His death on
the Cross.80 However, this idea is present in other books of the New Testament,
e. g., Act. 2:24–31 and 1 Ptr. 3:18–20; 4:6. Having as the starting point these New
Testament’s accounts as well as the Old Testament’s prophecies (cf. Ps. 15:10; Ps.
138:8, etc.), Christian theologians developed this teaching further, drawing simulta-
neously upon the ancient Mediterranean traditions of the descent of deities and
heroes into the underworld.81 Some apocryphal books exerted significant influence
on the development of this teaching as well, including the Odes of Solomon,82 writ-
ten at the end of the first or at the beginning of the second century. Aside from the
Odes Christ’s sojourn in hell is also mentioned in the hymn On the Passover (Peri
Pasca) of Melito of Sardis.83 In the course of the fourth century, this theme was
incorporated in church poetry,84 as well as in the Creed85 and the liturgy.86 The be-
lief in Christ’s descent into Hell received a doctrinal definition in the ninth canon of
the Fifth Ecumenical Synod of 553.87 Soon afterwards, the apocryphal Gospel of
Nicodemus was composed (after 555), containing the most detailed account of the
event.88 Crystallized during the first six centuries, the theology of Christ’s descent
permeates the hymnographical works written for the liturgical celebration of Holy
Saturday.89 This is also true of Kassia’s Tetraodion as well, in which there are
many conceits and allusions borrowed from the earlier sources.
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80 It is mentioned, however, that at the moment of Christ’s death the graves were opened and
many bodies were raised (cf. Mt. 27:52–53), an occurrence that George of Nicomedia (d. after 880)
associates with the salvation of the dead from the underworld: ta mnhmeia aneJxe, kai nekrouj ek
twnk a t a c q o n iwn aneilkuse (“‰ChristŠ opened the graves and drew the dead out of the under-
world”), Georgii Nicomediensis Oratio VIII. In sepulturam divini corporis Domini nostri Jesu Christi,
sancta ac magna die Parasceves, PG 100, 1485B.
81 E.g. Attis, Dionysus, Heracles, Orpheus, Persephone, Odysseus, Aeneas, etc.
82 See the following editions of this book: The Odes of Solomon, ed. J. H. Charlesworth,
Missoula, Montana, 1973, and Ai Tdai Solomwntoj. Sumbolh eijt hn ereunan thj umnografiaj
thj arcaikhj Ekklhsiaj,( Analekta Blatadwn 29), ed. V. Fanourgakis, Thessalonike 1979.
83 Meliton de Sardes, Sur la Paque et fragments, (SC 123), ed. O. Perler, Paris 1966, lines
775–785 (pp. 120–122).
84 J. Texidor,L et h eme de la ‘Descente aux Enfers’ chez saint Ephrem, L'Orient Syrien 6
(1961) 25–41.
85 I. Karmiris, H eij Gdou kaqodoj tou Cristou ex epoyewj orqodoxou, Aqhnai 1939, 33,
44 sq. Cf. for example the Creed of the fourth Synod of Sirmium (359), usually referred to as the
Fourth Confession of Sirmium: …kai eijt a katacqonia katelqonta… Fidei formula synodi
Sirmiensis, Athanasius Werke, vol. 2.1. ed. H. G. Opitz, Berlin 1940, 235–236.
86 Karmiris, op. cit., 34 sq.
87 Cf. Sacrorum Conciliorum Nova et Amplissima Collectio, vol. IX, ed. J. D. Mansi,F l o r -
entiae 1763, 397E–400A.
88 G. C. O'Ceallaigh, Dating the Commentaries of Nicodemus, Harvard Theological Review 56
(1963) 21–58.
89 For the catalogue and the analysis of all Byzantine liturgical hymns reflecting the teaching
about Christ’s Descent into Hell see P. E. Yevics, Lazarus Saturday in the Byzantine Tradition: An Ex-
ample of Structural Analysis of the Byzantine Tradition, (PhD diss.), Drew University, Madison, New
Jersey, 1997, 385–436 and Appendix 7 (Byzantine Hymns Reflecting the Theme of the Destruction of
Hades), 709–735. It should be noticed that the author took into account only the hymns currently used
in the liturgy of the Eastern Church.In the first troparion of the first Ode, Kassia addresses the “senseless, old
and insatiable Hades” (lines 9–10), inviting him to receive “the life of all (man-
kind)” (lines 11–12), i. e. Christ, who will destroy him and force him to vomit the
souls, which he had swallowed: katapiwng ar emeseij
ajp r o p epwkaj dikaiwn yucaj (lines 13–14).
Parallels to the conceit expressed in the quoted excerpt are found in the
above mentioned Odes of Solomon, as well as in two kontakia of Romanos the
Melode. The Odes states the following:
O Gdhj ewrake me Hades saw me
kai sunetribh, and he was crushed,
o qanatoj exhmese me the death vomited me
kai polloujm e t ’emou. and many others with me.90
Romanos’s fourth kontakion on the Resurrection declares:
oti katelqwnt hjg a s t r ojm o u since in His descent He has attacked
kaqhyato my stomach
oqen exemesw ousper katepion I vomit forth those whom I formerly
prwhn. devoured.91
In the fifth kontakion we read the following:
Outwj Iwnant r i t a ion to khtoj Just as, on the third day, the whale
exemese¶ disgorged Jonas;
nunk agw emesw Cristonk a i now I disgorge Christ
pantaj touj ontaj Cristou. and all of those who are Christ’s.92
A similar idea is expressed also in a troparion sung at the Orthros of the
feast of the Exaltation of the Cross (14th September):
ong ark a t epien poqJ o Gdhj, for the One, whom the Hades had swalloved
down with desire,
aphmese tromJ. he vomited with horror.93
The heirmos of the third ode emphasizes the created world’s compassionate
response to the Passion of Christ (lines 25–29):
Se ton epi udatwn When the Creation observed you
kremasanta pasan thng hn ascetwj hanging on Golgotha,
h ktisij katidousa You who without hindrance hung
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90 Ode 42, lines 15–16.
91 Oikos 20, vers. 4–5. Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. IV, (SC 128), ed. J. Grosdidier de
Matons, Paris 1967, 524. For English translation see Carpenter, op. cit., 304, slightly modified. In the
Khludov Psalter (the middle of the ninth century) there are some miniatures with the representation of
Christ’s Descent into Hell, in which He pulls out Adam from the belly of Hades. See M. V. Schepkina,
Miniatyry Hludovskoj Psaltyri. Gre~eskij illjustrirovannyj kodeks IX veka, Moskva 1977, sq. 63r, 63v
and 82v.
92 Oikos 9, vers. 1–2. Romanos le Melode, Hymnes, t. IV, 560. The English translation is taken
from Carpenter, op. cit., 278.
93 See this troparion in Le Typicon de la Grande Eglise, Tome I: Le cycle des douze mois,
(OCA 165), ed. J. Mateos, Rome 1962, 30. The troparion is currently chanted as the second kathisma.
See Menaion for September 14.ent J kraniJk r e m amenon, the whole earth upon the waters,
qambei pollJ suneiceto. she was filled with great astonishment.
The compassion of the created world is a prominent theme in the liturgical
poetry of Good Friday and Holy Saturday, as well as in the homilies of the ninth
century, composed to be delivered on these feast days. The Patriarch Photius (d.
ca. 893) in a sermon pronounced on Good Friday, says: “The earth quakes, the sun
is darkened, the veil of the temple is rent, because they see the Lord crucified for
us”.94 In a similar vein, George of Nicomedia asserts: “His passion amazed the
angels; the elements stood in awe; the ever-shining lights tremble and with fear
cringed”.95
The paradox that the One who hung the earth, hangs on Golgotha, appears
frequently in hymnography, beginning with the hymn On Pasha of Melito:
o kremasaj thng hnk r ematai He Who hung the earth, is hanging.96
Another term from Kassia’s Tetraodion that resonates with the patristic tra-
dition is the theologically charged term kenwsij (“emptying”). It occurs in the
heirmos of the fourth ode:
Thn ens t a u r J sou qeian kenwsin Habakkuk foresaw
proorwn Abbakoum, Your divine self-emptying upon the cross.97
The term kenwsij comes from the verb kenow. In the New Testament it is
used to designate the abasement in the Incarnation (Philip. 2:7). Many patristic
authors imply the term in this sense.98 Theodot of Ancyra associates kenwsij
with the aforementioned sugkatabasij: dia kenwsewj sugkatabasin.T h i s
terse formulation encapsulates the entire divine economy of Christ’s Incarna-
tion.99 This meaning of the term is also attested in Byzantine liturgical poetry. For
instance, in his Canon on Good Friday Kosmas the Melode writes: “I wake up be-
fore dawn to You, who out of mercy emptied Yourself without change to the
fallen ‰manŠ.”100 In the later Christian sources the term refers to Christ’s Passion
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94 H gh seietai, o hlioj skotizetai, to katapetasma tou naou rhgnutai, oti despothn
orv stauroumenon di’ hmaj. Omiliad e u t era lecqeisa tV agiv paraskeuV ent J ambwni thj
agiaj Eirhnhj, meta thn anagnwsin thjk a t h c hsewj, id'. Photii, Patriarchae Constantinopoleos,
Orationes et Homilia LXXXIII, t. II, ed. St. D’Aristarchi, Constantinopoli 1900, 170. For the English
translation see: The Homilies of Photius Patriarch of Constantinople, ed. C. Mango, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 1958, 73. Photius expressed a similar idea in other his homilies as well. Cf. for example his
second sermon on Holy Saturday: St. D’Aristarchi, op. cit., 444–445. The English translation: Mango,
op. cit., 194.
95 Toutou to paqoj exeplaghsan aggeloi¶ touto Vdesqhsan stoiceia¶ touto fwsthrej
aeilampeij efrixan, kai tromJ taj aktinaj sunesteilan. Georgii Nicomediensis Oratio VIII. In
sepulturam divini corporis Domini nostril Jesu Christi, sancta ac magna die Parasceves, PG 100,
1485V.
96 Meliton de Sardes, Sur la Paque, vers. 731, p. 116. Cf. other hymns chanted on Good Friday.
97 Tripolitis, Kassia, 84.
98 Cf. Lampe, op. cit., 744.
99 oikonomian Qeou kai dia kenwsewj sugkatabasin legomen¶ oti autoj o QeojL ogoj
gegonen anqrwpoj. Theodoti Ancyrani Exposition Symboli Nicaeni, PG 77, 1317A.
100 Projs e orqrizw, tond i ’e usplagcnian seautont J pesonti kenwsanta atreptwj.T h e
heirmos of the fifth ode of the Canon on Good Friday. For this term see Lampe, op. cit., 744–746.as well,101 and Kassia employs it in this sense in the quoted heirmos. However, in
her most famous work, the sticheron on Holy Wednesday, she associates the word
kenwsij with the Incarnation:
o klinaj toujo uranouj You who bowed the heavens
tV afrastJ sou kenwsei. by your ineffable humiliation.
(lines 17–18).102
Anti-iconoclast allusions can be also detected in Kassia’s sticheron for the
feast of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul.103 She begins this work by praising the
role of the two princes of the apostles in the spreading of the Gospel, naming them
“the great luminaries of the Church” (line 1), just as they are called in the apocry-
phal Acta Petri et Pauli (second century): toujd uof w s t hraj toujm e g alouj.104
Then follows a reference to the ways in which they were martyred. Following the
early Christian tradition, the poetess states that Peter “was nailed to the cross”
(line 7), and that Paul “was cut by the sword” (line 11).105 She further notices that
the apostles rebuked the Jews for raising their hands against the Lord:
kai amfoteroi ton Israhl And both accuse Israel
kataggellousin,
wje ija utont onK urion, for having stretched out its hands
ceiraj adikwj ekteinanta. unjustly against the Lord.
(lines 14–16).
Already in the New Testament the Jews are considered responsible for
Christ’s death (cf. Math. 27:1; 20–23; 1Thes. 2:14–16). Melito of Sardis further
developed this view.106 Beginning with the third century, some Christian writers,
Tertullian among them, placed the responsibility for the deicide squarely upon the
Jews.107
In Kassia’s sticheron, however, Israel is also, implicitly, a designation for
the iconoclasts. That this is, indeed, the case is indicated by the fact that the men-
tion of Israel’s “stretching out” of hands against Christ is in no obvious way re-
lated to the theme of the feast. Kassia’s image is reminiscent of a marginal minia-
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101 Lampe, op. cit., 745.
102 Tripolitis, Kassia, 78–79. I will not proceed to the further treatment of this sticheron,b e -
cause it has been the subject of a detailed analysis by several scholars. See, for example, E.
Catafygiotu-Topping, Kassiane the Nun and the Sinful Woman, Greek Orthodox Theological Review
26 (1981) 201–209; eadem, The Psalmist, Luke and Kassia the Nun, BS/EB 9 (1982) 199–210; A.
Dyck, On Cassia, Kurie h en pollaij…, Byzantion 56 (1986) 63–76, and Tsironis, The Body and the
Senses, 142–144.
103 For the text of the sticheron see Tripolitis, Kassia, 52–53.
104 Acta Petri et Pauli, 18 (p. 187.4). Quoted in Lampe, op. cit., 1507.
105 This tradition is recorded by Tertullian. Referring to the Church of Rome, he says the fol-
lowing: “Ista quam felix ecclesia cui totam doctrinam apostoli cum sanguine suo profuderunt, ubi
Petrus passioni dominicae adaequatur, ubi Paulus Iohannis (the Baptist) exitu coronatur.” Tertullien,
Traite de la prescription contre les heretiques, XXXVI, 3, edd. R. F. Refoule — P. De Labriolle,( S C
46), Paris 1957, 137–138.
106 Meliton de Sardes, Sur la Paque, vers. 534–579 (pp. 102–104).
107 D. Jacoby, Les Juifs de Byzance: une communaute marginalisee, Oi periqwriakoi sto
Buzantio,e d .C h .A .M a l t e z o u , Athens 1993, 108.ture from the Khludov Psalter,108 dated to between 843 and 847. The miniature
shows Christ’s Crucifixion as a visual gloss on Psalm 68:22: kai edwkan eijt o
brwma mou colhnk a i eijt hnd iyan mou epotisanm eoxoj (“They also gave me
gall for my food, and for my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink”), and below
that, two iconoclasts whitewashing an icon of Christ. The image condemns the
iconoclasts by equating them with the Jews who tormented Him on the cross.109
This theme was first developed in the above-mentioned pamphlet Adversus
Constantinum Cabalinum, from where the inscriptions accompanying the minia-
tures are taken.110
The equation of the iconoclasts and Jews is very common in iconophile
writings.111 Such comparisons are frequent in the works of the most prominent
anti-iconoclast polemicists of the ninth century — the Patriarch Nikephoros and
Theodore of Stoudios. Nikephoros, for instance, calls the iconoclasts neofaneij
Ioudaioi (“recently appeared Jews”), and adds that their doctrine is not Christian
but belongs to “the Jews who slew the Lord.”112 Nikephoros’branding of the Jews
as “slayers of the Lord” (kurioktonoi), especially in the context of his anti-icono-
clastic polemics, may well have inspired Kassia’s sticheron.
The four concluding verses of the sticheron seem to support this interpreta-
tion. Here, the poetess addresses Christ, imploring Him to “cast down those who
are against us” and to “strengthen the true faith”:
Dio eucaija utwn, Therefore by their prayers,
Criste o Qeoj hmwn, toujk a q ’ Christ our God, cast down those
hmwnk a t abale, who are against us
kai thn orqodoxon pistin kratunon, and strengthen the true faith
wjf i l anqrwpoj. as a lover of mankind
(lines 17–19).
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108 Schepkina, Miniatyury, fol. 67r.
109 For the description and the explanation of this miniature see Corrigan, Visual Polemics, 30,
and 162, notes 20 and 21.
110 PG 95, 333B–336B. See C. Walter, “Latter-Day” Saints and the Image of Christ in the
Ninth-Century Byzantine Marginal Psalters, REB 45 (1987) 216 and Corrigan, Visual Polemics,
30–31, and 163, note 23.
111 A list of anti-Jewish dialogues that also engage in a defense of images see Corrigan,V i s u a l
Polemics, 164, note 35. For the anti-Jewish writings during the iconoclastic era see also P. Speck,I c h
bin’s nicht, Kaiser Konstantin ist es gewesen. Die Legenden vom EinfluŸ des Teufels, des Juden und
des Moslem auf den Ikonoklasmus, Bonn, 1990, and Byzantium in the Iconoclast Era (ca. 680–850):
The Sources: An Annotated Survey, (Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs 7), edd. L.
Brubaker — J. Haldon, Aldershot etc., 2001, 268–272 with literature. By equating the iconoclasts with
the Jews, the iconophiles followed a well-established tradition that used the Jews as the generic figure
of the unbelievers and heretics. See Kecskemeti, Doctrine et drame, 31, and M. Cunningham, Polemic
and Exegesis: Anti-Judaic Invective in Byzantine Homiletics, Sobornost 21.2 (1999) 51, 62–63.
112 ou Cristianwnt o par’ autoijp r e s b e u omenon fronhma, Ioudaiwn de twnk u r i o -
ktonwn. Nicephori Patriarchae Constantinopolitani Refvtatio et eversio, 92, p. 163. Nikephoros, like
other iconophile writers of the eighth and ninth centuries (see Corrigan, Visual Polemics, 30–31), reg-
ularly calls the iconoclasts Iudaizers. Cf. Refvtatio et eversio, 82, 90 (p. 143); 161, 18 (p. 258); 164, 6
(p. 264); 184, 2 (p. 291).c) The ascetic ideal of life according to nature
A final work by Kassia that will be considered here, is her sticheron for the
Feast of the Nativity of John the Forerunner (June 24), in which she subtly ex-
presses a set of ideas concerning asceticism.113 Since I have analyzed this
sticheron in detail elsewhere,114 I shall only review the points that are pertinent to
the theme of this article. In this hymn Kassia praises John as “a man by nature”
and as “an angel in his ‰way ofŠ life,” who “truly made straight (euqeiaj)t h e
paths of our God” (lines 7–8). Clarifying and further developing the idea of John’s
angelic way of life, the poetess states that, having embraced complete purity and
chastity and having struggled beyond nature, John held on to that which is accord-
ing to nature, avoiding that which is contrary to nature:
eice ment o kata fusin,
efuge de to para fusin,
uperf usin agwnisamenoj
(lines 10–11).
The idea expressed in the quoted excerpt as well as its ascetic terminology,
suggests that Kassia drew upon a similar idea from the Vita Antonii as her primary
source. According to his biographer, Athanasius of Alexandria (d. 373), Antony
said the following to his disciples in a discourse on the subject of virtue:
For when the soul has its intellectual part in its natural state (kata fusin) virtue is
formed. And it is in its natural state (kata fusin) when it remains as it came into
existence: and when it came into existence it was good and very straight (euqhj).
For this cause Joshua, the son of Nun, exhorting the people, said to them: ‘Make
straight (euqunate) your heart unto the Lord God of Israel’,115 and John: ‘Make
your paths straight (euqeiaj)’.116 For the straightness (to gare uqeian)o fs o u lc o n -
sists in its having its intellectual part in its natural state (kata fusin) as created.
But when it swerves and is perverted from its natural state (kata fusin), this is
called vice of the soul. Thus the matter is not difficult. If we remain as we came into
existence, we are in the state of virtue; but if we think of bad things, we shall be ac-
counted evil. If, therefore, this matter had to be acquired from outside, it would in-
deed be difficult; but since it is within us, let us guard ourselves from foul thoughts;
and having received the soul as something entrusted to us, let us preserve it for the
Lord, that He may recognize His work as being the same as He made it’.117
In the passage that, it should be noted, makes direct reference to John the
Forerunner, Antony defines virtue as the life of the soul that is “according to na-
ture” (kata fusin).118 He arrives at this conclusion through the allegorical inter-
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113 For the Greek text and the English translation of this sticheron see Tripolitis, Kassia,
50–51.
114 See K. Simi}, Life According to Nature: Ascetic Ideals in a Sticheron by Kassia, Crkvene
studije / Church Studies 6, The Centre of Church Studies, Ni{ 2009, 111–121.
115 Jos. 24:23.
116 Mt. 3:3.
117 Athanase d’ Alexandrie, Vie d’ Antoine, 20, 5–9, (SC 400), ed. G. J. M. Bartelink,P a r i s
1994, 188–192.
118 For a brief interpretation of this passage, see M. J. Marx, Incessant Prayer in the Vita
Antonii, Studia Anselmiana 38 (1956) 110–113.pretation of a verse from the Book of Joshua (Jos. 24:23) and another verse from
the prophet Isaiah: “make straight (euqeiaj) the paths of our God” (Is. 40:3; Cf.
Mt. 3:3; Mr. 1:3, and Lc. 3:4), which, according to the Gospels, allude to John the
Forerunner. However, assigning a specifically ascetic meaning to these verses,
Antony introduces an important change. He says: “Make your paths straight.”
Then he proceeds to connect these verses with the state of the soul, stating that the
soul is “straight” when it has its intellectual part in its natural state (kata fusin).
Antony thus defines the original state of human nature with the phrase kata
fusin, which in his language has the sense of “according to genuine human na-
ture,” exactly as God created it in the beginning. Due to primordial sin, however,
man, who had been created euqhj, lost his original state of being kata fusin.F o r
this reason, the aim of human life is to return to that original state “as it was cre-
ated in the beginning.”119
With the use of the adjective euquj,120 which in the quoted excerpt has the
same meaning as the phrase kata fusin,121 Athanasius obviously wants to give
biblical grounding to his ascetic doctrine, since this word is used in both the
Old122 and New Testaments. This adjective, as well as the noun euquthj,w e r e
also used by John Climacus (died around the middle of the 7th century), who im-
bues these words with an ascetic meaning by defining euquthj as the virtue which
is, above all, opposed to ponhria.123
The distinction between the genuine and the fallen nature is characteristic of
ascetic literature in general. By the genuine nature, human nature before the fall is
understood as a nature free from evil. By contrast, evil is present in the nature of
the fallen man, which accordingly can be and, in fact, is subject to passions. For
this reason, an ascetic has to struggle against his nature. This is one of the domi-
nant ideas of the Ladder.124 Following the tradition of the Vita Antonii, the Ladder
exhorts an ascetic to seek that “pure nature of the soul, as it was created”.125
The phrases para fusin and uperf usin, do not appear in the Vita Antonii,
but we find them in other ascetic works. Included in the Apophthegmata Patrum is
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119 Athanasius, Contra Gentes, 2, ed. and trans. by R. W. Thomson, Oxford 1971, 6.
120 The Septuagint uses the alternative form euqhj.
121 The phrase is one with a veritable tradition in ancient philosophy. To live according to na-
ture (to kata fusin zhn) was a well-known Stoic ideal, which is found, for example, in Zenon (ca.
335–263 BC) and Cleanthes (ca. 330-ca. 230 BC). See fragments of their works that have been pre-
served in Stobaeus,2 ,7 ,6 e and 2, 7, 7b, and Clemens Alexandrinus, Stromata II, XXI, 129 (Die
Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte 15), ed. O. Stahlin, Leipzig 1906,
183. Cf. Marx, Incessant Prayer, 112–113.
122 Cf. the Book of Ecclesiastes 7:29: “God made man upright (euqh, literally, “straight”), but
they sought many notions”.
123 Cf. S. Giovanni Climaco Scala paradisi, II, grad. XXIV, ed. and tran. P. Trevisan,T o r i n o
1941, 81–89.
124 Cf. D. Bogdanovi}, Jovan Lestvi~nik u vizantijskoj i staroj srpskoj knji`evnosti, Beograd
1968, 43 and J. Chryssavgis, John Climacus: From the Egyptian Desert to the Sinaite Mountain,
Aldershot 2004, 166–167.
125 Trevisan, II, grad. XXIV, p. 85.a saying attributed to Abba Poemen, in which he states that: “God has given to Is-
rael this way of life: abstention from the things which are contrary to the natural
state (to apecesqai twnp a r a fusin)”.126 The ascetic interpretation of this
phrase is found also in Anastasius the Sinaite (seventh century): “Contrary to na-
ture (para fusin) is that which God has not created as it is now or that He has
not created at all, i. e. sin and death.”127
Finally, the idea contained in the third formulation — uperf usin, points
above all to the Ladder of John Climacus. In his definition of purity (agneia),
John emphasizes that this virtue aligns a monk with bodiless angels and represents
“beyond nature (uperf usin) the supernatural denial of nature”.128 Speaking
about the importance as well as the difficulty of overpowering nature, by which
the fallen nature tainted by sin is understood, John Climacus says that “he who
has conquered his body has conquered nature; and he who has conquered nature
has certainly risen beyond nature (uperf usin egeneto)”.129
In view of these observations, it can be said that Kassia’s sticheron in honor
of John the Baptist as the role model for the monastic life, represents a compen-
dium of Byzantine ascetic teaching articulated in some of the most influential as-
cetic writings of the Byzantine monastic tradition.
Conclusion
This article has attempted to shed new light on the creative use of patristic
sources and earlier hymnographical works in the liturgical poetry of the Byzantine
poetess Kassia. In the foregoing analysis, I have considered both the content of
Kassia’s poems and the rhetorical devices she employed. Her use of the sources
was examined in relation to three main themes developed in her poetry: a) the im-
perial theme, b) the anti-iconoclastic polemic, and c) the ascetic ideal of life
according to nature.
The imperial theme Kassia develops in the first sticheron on the Nativity of
Christ —When Augustus reigned — in which she draws upon the idea of several
theologians: Melito of Sardis, Hippolytus of Rome, Origen, Gregory of Nazian-
zus, and particularly upon Eusebius of Caesarea. Highlighting the temporal paral-
lelism between the establishment of the Roman Empire and the emergence of
Christianity, she recognizes the work of divine providence in these events. Her in-
sistence on this parallelism should also be seen in the context of the Byzantine
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126 Les apophtegmes des peres. Collection systematique, I, 21, (SC 387), ed. J.-C. Guy,s . j . ,
Paris 1993, 114. Cf. also ibid., II, 15, where Abba Isaiah says: o kosmoj estint o ergasasqai ta
para fusin kai plhrwsai ta qelhmata eautwnk a t a sarka (p. 132).
127 Anastasii Sinaitae, Viae dvx, II, 7, (Corpvs Christianorvm Series Graeca, 8), ed. K.-H.
Uthemann, Brepols-Turnhout 1981, 60. Theodore of Stoudios also imbues this phrase with a similar
meaning. Cf. his Ep. 381, t. II, p. 522.
128 agneia esti fusewj uperf usin uperfuhj arnhsij. Trevisan, t. I, grad. XV, p. 357.
129 Trevisan, t. I, grad. XV, p. 387.idea of “symphony” between Church and State, famously articulated in Justinian’s
Sixth Novella. In the prohibition of the veneration of icons, which the iconoclast
emperors tried to enforce, Kassia obviously saw their overstepping of the bound-
aries of temporal power defined by the idea of symphony. Following the established
tradition, in this sticheron she differentiates between the sacred and secular authori-
ties, linking the emergence of the unified Roman Empire to the political benefits it
brought to humankind, and the Incarnation of Christ to the religious ones.
The anti-iconoclastic polemic, based upon the established Christological
teachings and common iconophile argumentation, permeates the majority of Kas-
sia’s authentic poetic works. Elements of this polemic can be also detected in the
aforementioned Christmas sticheron. By emphasizing the notion that with Christ’s
birth, “the many gods of idolatry have been destroyed”, Kassia refutes the icono-
clastic understanding of the veneration of icons as a form of idolatry. The quoted
line is reminiscent of a phrase by Theodore of Stoudios, in which the great
iconophile argues that Christ through His Incarnation “destroyed every idolatrous
representation”.
In her eight other stichera on Christmas, as well as in the stichera on the
Forefeast of the Theophany and the Presentation in the Temple, she also invokes
the Inacarnation as an argument against the iconoclasts. Through the repetition of
the verb wraqhj in the incipits and the noun sarx in the refrain, Kassia under-
scores the visibility of Christ, and, therefore, the legitimacy of His pictorial repre-
sentations. In the development of her argumentation she also builds upon the
works of John of Damascus, the Patriarchs Germanos and Nikephoros, and others.
The fact that, in her sticheron on the feast of the Holy Apostles Peter and
Paul, Kassia states that the two princes of the apostles rebuked the Jews for rais-
ing their hands against the Lord, should be seen as yet another anti-iconoclast
aside. The equation of the iconoclasts and Jews is very common in iconophile
writings of the most prominent iconophile polemicists of the ninth century — Pa-
triarch Nikephoros and Theodore of Stoudios.
Kassia’s ideas concerning asceticism are expressed in her sticheron on the
Nativity of John the Forerunner. The statement that John eice ment o kata fusin,
efuge de to para fusin, uperf usin agwnisamenoj, both in terms of its termi-
nology and the ideas it succinctly articulates, suggests that Kassia particularly
drew upon Vita Antonii,t h eLadder of John Climacus, and the Apophthegmata
Patrum. All these works, one should recall, were an essential component of the
monastic curriculum during the Byzantine period.
In order to convey her ideas most effectively to the congregation, Kassia
employed a number of rhetorical devices, including dialogues among the biblical
protagonists, repetitions, and refrains. In doing so, she followed a tradition well-
-established in the works of several patristic authors and earlier hymnographers.
Through her purposeful and inventive use of the sources, Kassia implicitly
aligned herself, as well as the iconophile group she represented, with a centu-
ries-old tradition that came to embody the very notion of Orthodoxy. The poet-
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dox vis-a-vis the novel and, therefore, heretical teachings of the iconoclasts. For
Kassia, liturgical poetry was a potent instrument of theological argumentation and
religious polemic. In her ingenious handling of the sources, the poetess ultimately
participated in a larger discursive practice that was widespread during the icono-
clastic era. As is well known, both the iconoclasts and the iconophiles were en-
gaged in collecting texts and compiling florilegia with the aim of supporting their
arguments.130 Peppered with borrowings from and pointed allusions to a range of
texts from the corpus of venerable Christian writings, Kassia’s hymns staked a
claim to a similar kind of authority. The weight of the arguments advanced in
these poetic creations in no small part stemmed from their rootedness in a
tradition.
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KASIJINA HIMNOGRAFIJA U SVETLU PATRISTI^KIH
IZVORA I RANIH HIMNOGRAFSKIH DELA
U vizantijskoj liturgijskoj poeziji sumirano je bogoslovsko nasle|e
ranohri{}anskog i ranovizantijskog perioda. Polaze}i od te op{te konsta-
tacije, u ~lanku sam `eleo da istra`im na koji na~in i u kom stepenu je
vizantijska pesnikiwa Kasija koristila patristi~ke izvore i himne sta-
rijih pesnika u svojim poetskim delima. Kori{}ewe izvora sagledano je u
kontekstu tri glavne teme Kasijine liturgijske poezije: a) isticawe vre-
menske podudarnosti izme|u osnivawa Rimskog carstva i nastanka hri{}an-
stva, b) antiikonoklasti~ka polemika i b) asketski ideal `ivqewa u skladu
s prirodom. Prvu temu pesnikiwa razra|uje u bo`i}noj stihiri Augoustou
monarchsantoj, u kojoj povla~i paralelu izme|u Avgustovog uspostavqawa
jedinstvene vlasti (monarcia) na prostoru ~itavog Sredozemqa i Hristovog
ro|ewa. Dok je uspostavqawe vladavine cara Avgusta ozna~ilo kraj mnogih
lokalnih uprava (poluarcia), Hristovim ro|ewem ukinuto je mnogobo{tvo
(poluqeia). Kasija na taj na~in sledi ranije utvr|enu tradiciju povezivawa
rimskog i hri{}anskog univerzalizma. Shvatawe da Rimsko carstvo ima svoje
mesto u bo`anskom planu razvoja qudske istorije prisutno je kod Melitona
iz Sarda, Hipolita Rimskog, Origena, Grigorija iz Nazijanza, id r ., ali na
wemu naro~ito insistira Jevsevije Kesarijski. Prema Jevseviju, nastanak
Rimske imperije i hri{}anske religije su doneli ~ove~anstvu mir, po{to
su ukloweni uzroci stalnih sukoba me|u narodima, odnosno poluarcia i
poluqeia. Kasijino nagla{avawe ove ideje treba tako|e dovesti u vezu i sa
vizantijskim konceptom simfonije crkve i dr`ave, koji je tokom ikono-
klasti~kih sporova bio odba~en. U pomenutoj bo`i}noj himni Kasija strogo
razdvaja svetovnu i crkvenu vlast: pojavu ujediwenog Rimskog carstva ona
dovodi u vezu sa politi~kim dobrobitima za ~ove~anstvo, dok Hristova
inkarnacija, koja ozna~ava po~etak hri{}anstva, za wu ima samo religijske
implikacije.
Kasijina frazeologija upotrebqena u ovoj stihiri, kao {to je izraz
„mnogobo{tvo idola bi ukinuto”( st.4 ) ,upu}uje tako|e i na wenu antiiko-
noklasti~ku polemiku. Poznato je da su ikonoborci optu`ivali ikonofile
za idolopoklonstvo. Pobijaju}i takve optu`be, po{tovaoci ikona su se po-
zivali na Hristovu inkarnaciju. Ovaplo}ewe je bilo jedan od argumenata i
Teodora Studita, ~iji se izraz da je Hristos svojom inkarnacijom „ukinuo
svaki idolski lik” o~igledno nalazi u osnovi ~etvrtog stiha date stihire.
Antiikonobora~kom polemikom pro`eto je i ostalih osam Kasijinih
stihira napisanih za praznik Hristovog ro|ewa, kao i stihire pretpraz-
ni{tva Bogojavqewa i Sretewa. Prve ~etiri bo`i}ne stihire zavr{avaju se
istim refrenom, u kome se isti~e da je Hristos svojim ovaplo}ewem obo`io
smrtnu qudsku prirodu. Upotrebqena frazeologija upu}uje na uticaj So-
fronija Jerusalimskog i Jovana Damaskina. Ponavqawem glagola wraqhj u
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stovog tela i, prema tome, legitimnost Wegovog prikazivawa na ikonama. U
svojoj argumentaciji Kasija o~igledno razvija ideje iz dela Jovana Damas-
kina, carigradskih patrijaraha Germana I i Nikifora, id r .
Osuda Jevreja od strane apostola Petra i Pavla, z b o gt o g a{ t os up o -
digli svoje ruke protiv Boga, koju sre}emo u Kasijinoj stihiri u ~ast ove
dvojice apostola, treba tako|e da bude posmatrana u kontekstu wene anti-
ikonobora~ke polemike. Izjedna~avawe ikonoboraca i Jevreja predstavqa
op{te mesto u delima patrijarha Nikifora i Teodora Studita, kao naj-
istaknutijih ikonofilskih pisaca IX veka.
Kasija je svoje asketske ideje izrazila u stihiri za praznik ro|ewa
Jovana Prete~e, u kojoj hvali wegov an|eoski na~in `ivota. Upotrebqena
terminologija i isticawe da je Jovan svojim natprirodnim podvizima i
kroz udaqavawe od onoga {to je protivprirodno, zadobio ono {to je u skla-
du s prirodom (kata fusin), upu}uju na uticaj @itija Antonija Velikog,
Lestvice Jovana Lestvi~nika i Paterika.
U ciqu efektivnijeg preno{ewa ideja na svoj auditorijum, Kasija ko-
risti razne retorske figure, me|u kojima su dijalozi izme|u biblijskih
protagonista, ponavqawa i refreni najza~ajniji. Pesnikiwa i u tom po-
gledu sledi tradiciju, koja je utvr|ena u delima ranijih pisaca i pesnika.
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